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ABSTRACT
In this paper, Finite element method (FEM) were used to simulate the different flow configuration.
Convergent divergent (CD) nozzle was considered with extended divergent duct. 1 mm of microjets orifice diameter were
arranged at ninety degrees at PCD 13 mm to control base pressure in a suddenly expanded flow. The designed Mach

The nozzle pressure simulated for 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11. In this case. Two-dimensional planar model was designed using
ANSYS fluent analysis. The total wall pressure distribution and Mach number from inlet to the outlet was observed.
From the results, it is detected that the microjets control the loss of pressure and decreases the drag at the suddenly
expanded region. The results also show, we can fix the flow parameter which will result in the maximum gain in the
base pressure and velocity. In present study, the CD nozzle designed and modelled using available ANSYS fluent
database: K-ε standard wall function turbulence model has been used and validated with the commercial computational
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number of CD nozzleis 1.87 and area ratio 3.24 was considered. The different L/D of the duct was used from 2 to 10.

fluid dynamics (CFD).
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INTRODUCTION
A sudden expansion of the flow in supersonic regimes is a leading problem in many fluid applications.
In sudden expansion problem is an important field in the numerous engineering problems role in several fluid
application. In rocket and jet engine test-cells noticed that systems have been used to simulate the upper
atmosphere flow field; a jet discharging yields an effective pressure which is sub atmospheric pressure.
However, CFD analysis have its own advantage to simulate the flow field’s plays an important role in current
technologies of a design optimization by providing the improvised solutions for a given problem with different
commercially available tools. Recently, Khan et al., identified the velocity and pressure effect in suddenly
expanded CD nozzle and the effect of micro-jets control using CFD analysis [1], [2].
In early attempts, Anderson et al., (1968) explained base pressure and hence the noise generated by the
sudden enlargement of air in a circular duct. Depending on the area ratio and the nozzle’s geometry it was noticed
that attached flow of base pressure was having a least value. Khan et al., (2002-2012) experimentally investigated
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the base pressure control using micro-jets and explained the benefits of the flow regulation to control base pressure in a
suddenly expanded CD nozzle considering the variables such as the Mach number, area ratio, NPR, and L/D ratio for the
cases when control present or absent for the computation of the pressures. However, it is seen that very limited research
has been conducted out in the literature to regulate the flow at the base area from a CD nozzle using micro-jets as the
control mechanism.
From last two decades the work has been done using CFD simulation by different available design and analysis
tools. Some of them are specified here, the CD nozzle used to for convert pressure energy to kinetic energy in order to
produce thrust using CFD for various performance parameters [13]. CFD is used to analyses fluid flow of supersonic
rocket nozzle at various degree of divergent angle by using two-dimensional axis-symmetric model [14]. De-Laval nozzles
was used to convert the thermal and pressure energy into useful kinetic energy providing theoretical formulae and validated
with numerical results obtained by using the CFD software ANSYS Fluent [15]. Supersonic converging-diverging nozzle
has been modelled and analyses the flow after throat at a certain point using ANSYS FLUENT. The simulations were
carried for 2D and 3D model to provide better comparative platform [16]. Numerical method was used to simulate the flow
by convergent-divergent nozzle with Mach number M = 2.6 at nozzle exit using the RANS equations with k-ω SST
turbulent model [17]. The study was carried out using computer based CFD simulation by ANSYS code with designed tool
Solid works CAD for capable of modelling. ANSYS is capable of simulating and analysing thermo-fluid characteristics for
convergent-divergent aircraft nozzle [18].
CFD simulation has been carried to study the velocity and pressure effects for different designed Mach number,
area ratio and length to diameter ratio of the CD nozzle [19]–[21]. CFD simulation was carried to Box wing configuration
and simulated the unconventional non-planar configuration using ICEM CFD and ANSYS CFX solver [22]. Invested the
flow-field by numerical approach using CFD simulation to investigate the efficacy of the supersonic Mach numbers due to
the flow from supersonic nozzle exhausted in a larger circular duct [23].
The objective of this paper is to investigate the flow field through the convergent-divergent nozzle.
Considered two-dimensional planar model with k-ε turbulence model. We have identified the velocity and pressure for
different L/D ration and NPR. The model was designed with and without microjets control. It also been identified the flow
field of pressure and velocity and compared with control of microjets. Moreover, experimental results of a CD nozzle with
the configuration of suddenly expanded flow by Sher Afghan Khan & Rathakrishnan, 2003 compared with the present
CFD (ANSYS FLUENT software) numerical results.

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
The CD nozzle is modelled based on the designed Mach number 1.87 shown in Fig. 1. Micro-jets are designed
1mm of diameter and located at the pitch distance of 1.3 mm from the divergent diameter. The main aim of this study is to
analyze the flows past a CD nozzle and the computation of the flow parameters such as pressure, and Mach number with
the effect of different L/D and NPR using 2D CFD simulation with and without micro-jets.
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Figure 1: CD Nozzle with Enlarged Duct
The dimensions of CD nozzle with suddenly expanded duct are mentioned in table 1.
Table 1: Dimension of CD Nozzle
Mach Number
Inletdiameter (Di)
Throatdiameter (Dt)
Exit diameter (De)
Extended diameter (D)
Convergent length (Lc)
Divergent length (Ld)
Extended length (Le)
Micro-jets diameter (Dm)

1.87
28.72 mm
8.648 mm
10 mm
18 mm
35 mm
12.926 mm
180 mm
1 mm

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The 2D planar model of CD nozzle is shown in Figure
Fig
2(a) and closed form of finite element meshing is shown in
Figure 2(b). ANSYS workbench has been used and created structural mesh, number of elements has been used high to
create fine mesh in closed area at edge of the planar body. Total, 38,368 binary nodes, were generated for 2D planar model.
model

Figure 2: 2D Planar Fluid Body (a) Finite Element Model (b) Meshing
Fluent Step for Solution Initialisation
Computations of the flow field inside the control volume were done using RANS (Reynolds-Averaged
(Reynolds
NavierStokes) equations with k-ε standard turbulent model [24], [25].. The table 2 shows the most important setting which has
been used for simulating the results in the present study.
study
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Table 2: Solution Set up
Solver
Turbulence Model
Fluid
Boundary Condition
Solution Method
Solution Initialization
Reference Value
Solution iteration

Solution Method
Absolute 2D planar Pressure-Based
k-ε standard Wall function
Idealgas, Viscosity by Sutherland law
Inlet: Pressure Inlet, Outlet: Pressure Outlet, Wall: Wall
Second orderupwind
Standard fromInlet
Inlet (Solid surface)
Until solution Converged

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This papers continues the recent work done by Khan et al., [1]. In this we computed the all cases of NPR and L/D
ratios to identify flow phenomenon through the CD nozzle.
Validation of Finite Element Model
In order to validate the finite element (FE) model, the CD nozzle with micro-jets control at the base and expanded
duct placed on the divergent portion of the CD nozzle shown in figure 1of Khan et al., (2002) is considered.
By comparing the results obtained from Khan et al., (2003) and the present FE results, the agreement as presented in table
3 for the case of L/D=10.
Table 3: Verification of Present FE Model
Pressure
(Case: L/D=10)
Without control at base (Pb) (NPR 3)
With control at base (Pb) (NPR 3)

Khan et al., (2003)
(Experimental)
-14.53
-14.29

Present Results
(Numerical)
-14.96
-13.98

Relative
Error
2.8%
2.1%

Pressure Flow
The pressure for a nozzle or CD nozzle is a very important consideration for high speed jets. Figure 3 illustrate the
phenomenon of pressure flow for L/D = 10 and NPR = 11, at the base reason the expansion wave has been generated due
to sudden expansion of CD nozzle. At the corner of the base have recirculation flow which is generating drag to reduce this
small micro jets have been employed at the base area which results the recirculation becomes low and increases the
forward flow to the outlet portion of the nozzle which may give high thrust performance shown in figure 3(b).
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Figure 3: Close View of CD Nozzle with Pressure Flow for L/D = 10 and NPR = 11
(a) With Control (b) Without Control
Figure 4 explains the total pressure flow from inlet to the outlet with and without control of micro jets and
considered only one case of flow process for L/D = 10 and NPR = 11. The phenomenon which shows in this figure 4, the
pressure decreases
eases when it reaches at the end of the enlarged duct it means that the pressure losses at the exit region.
When micro jets were employed flow-process
process slightly will change and control the pressure at the suddenly expanded duct.
However, the vertical portion
ion shows the position of enlarged duct at the divergent region therefore, the wall position found
constant at this region.

Figure 4: Wall Pressure for L/D=10 and NPR=11
To identify different cases of the CD nozzle, selected the location at the base as well as at the wall for different
L/D where L represents the length and D is the diameter of the expanded duct. To obtain several results, the length of the
duct has been changed and recorded the pressure flow which says that the pressure variation is different
diff
for different NPR.
Figure 5(a) shows the value of NPR is will become decreased at 11 for base pressure as well as wall pressure
which shows in figure 5(c) and NPR slightly to be changes for the case of L/D as shown in figure (c) and (d).
The base and wall pressure was divided with the atmospheric pressure 98273 Pascals which is obtained from the Sher
Afghan Khan & Rathakrishnan (2003).. Finally, the plots represent base pressure versus NPR, base pressure versus L/D.
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Similarly, wall pressure versus NPR, wall pressure versus L/D with and without micro-jets as depicted in figure 5.
The outcome base on CFD show that the loss of pressure is minimum when micro-jets installed at the base and flow of
rotation also become control.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Pressure Plots-(a) and (b) for Base Pressure,
(c) and (d) for Wall Pressure
Mach Number
On the other hand, the Mach number also considered for better understand. In this case, the value of Mach number
is increased at the outlet of the CD nozzle. Therefore, to obtain all results the selected the one location of the base and wall
to identify all L/D and NPR values. Figure 6 illustrate the contours for the case of L/D = 10 and NPR 11 which shows from
the different color variation lowest to the highest values at the CD nozzle. From the figure 6(b) it is clearly showing that at
the recirculation zone Mach number becomes very low this means reduce the drag and the forwarded the flow to the exit of
the nozzle which may results increases the Mach Number.
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Figure 6: Close View of CD Nozzle with Mach number for L/D = 10 and NPR=11 (Mach number)
(a) With Control (b) Without Control
Figure 7 illustrate the Mach number from inlet to the outlet with and without control of micro jets for L/D = 10
and NPR = 11. The singularity which shows in this figure 7, the increases when it reaches at the end of the enlarged
en
duct it
means that the Mach number is high at the exit region. When micro jets were employed flow-process
flow
slightly will change
and control the Mach number at the suddenly expanded duct. Moreover, because of constant wall position at the suddenly
enlarged
arged duct position of the divergent region Mach number found vertical line.

Figure 7: Mach number for L/D=10 and NPR=11
Subsequently, Figure 8 shows the Mach number variation for different NPR and L/D without and with micro jet
control. From the figure 8 it has been identified that the variation of L/D and NPR is very less. As specified at literature
Khan et al., (2018) obtained the results with respect to complete wall and complete base location. Therefore, this paper
represents only for one selected location
cation of the wall and base to perform all cases.
cases
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Close View of CD Nozzle with Mach number (a) With Control (b) Without Control

CONCLUSIONS
The pressure and Mach number flow-field has been demonstrated using FE method by ANSYS software.
Designed Mach number 1.87 considered for different NPR and L/D ratio of an area ratio 3.24. The effect of micro-jets was
found effective in performing the expansion level and fixed level of inertia. In active control the pressure in the duct is not
negatively affected. From the above discussion, conclude that, total pressure dramatically varying from inlet to the outlet
and value of pressure is high for NPR 11. As pressure decreases velocity will increase and our results proved that the
pressure is low by considering the total wall pressure flow (shown in Figure 4) and velocity is high detected by seeing
Mach number (shown in Figure 7) at the exit.
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